TPL 3.0
NON-TECHNICAL EVENTS
RULES AND FORMAT

1. DANCE
STEP 1 : Participants will register for the event through g-form
STEP 2 : Based on the no.of registrations we will have two categories:
School Students
College Students
STEP 3 : Participants will be informed to send their recorded video through WhatsApp
STEP 4: If the registration exceeds 10, then there will be two rounds (selection and final)
STEP 5: Time Limit: Solo – 3 – 6mins
Group – 4 – 10mins
STEP 6 : Selected participants will be asked to send their recorded video for final round which will be
played in front of judges.
STEP 7: Top 3 winners will be announced at the final day by judges

CASH PRIZE🎖
Registration fee: 50/- per head

2. FITNESS
----> There will be 3 stages in this fitness event.
---->we will show the list of workouts (home workouts) in the google meet
💪=>Stage 1:
We will be giving normal workouts for beginners and ask them to switch on their videos
and from that we will be choosing the participants based on their performance
💪 => Stage: 2
In Stage 2 will be little tougher then the stage 1 and we will choosing the participants
who done it properly (5 to 10 members)
💪=> Stage: 3
Stage 3 is advanced level workouts. And we will be choosing top 3 as winner, runner and
nd
2 runner up
##### Entry fees:”""50"""
💪💪Cash price ::>>

Get ready for the event and practice the workouts hard to win this price
NOTE:
*No group participation
*Only normal home workouts
*All should switch on their videos while they doing the workouts.
* Audio should be muted
* E - certificates will be provided for all participants
*Dress code is mandatory (T-shirt and comfortable short or night pants)

3. PHOTOGRAPHY
Contestants can send “photos” via E-mail provided by us. Photos should be sent as a raw file
with their name and college name in the E-mail. There will different round for college students
and school students.
•
The contest will be only one round.
•
Photos can be of any categories
•
The Photos can be taken in any camera.
•
Top 3 winners will be decided by judge.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
•
No edit is allowed.
• Photo should explain the real emotion/situation of it.
•
The photograph must be original and no watermark of any kind should be on the
photograph. Participants may submit color and/or black and white photographs taken.
•
There must be no border(s), logo(s), copyright marks, identifying marks, or any other
visible references and/or marks on the image.
•
Photos that portray or otherwise include inappropriate and/or offensive content,
including provocative nudity, violence, human rights and/or environmental violation, and/or
any other contents deemed to be contrary to the law, religious, cultural & moral traditions and
practices of India, are strictly prohibited and will be immediately discarded.
•Basic editing, including color enhancement, the use of filters, and cropping of the Photo(s) is
acceptable, provided any such editing does not affect the authenticity and/or genuineness of
the Photo
•Advanced editing used to create illusions, deceptions and/or manipulations, and the adding
and removing of significant elements within the frame is prohibited.
•
Submissions will not be accepted once the deadline lapses.
Registration fee: 50/- per head
Cash Prizes::

4. SHOWCASE OF UNIQUE TALENT
•Registration link will be provided
•Contestants can send their sample videos or photos through WhatsApp or via E-mail given.
•Screening done and the top 10 persons will participate in google meet.
•1st rounds would be conducted.
• There is no specific theme.
•Winners will be decided on the basis of their uniqueness in which work they have done.
REGISTRATION FEE- ₹50
Rules
•Open for both college and school students
•Individual participation
•Sample video should be minimum of 1 and half minute.
•send your videos along with your name, school name, phone number.
Cash price

5. Art and sketching
Only one entry per registration.
✓Any kind of paper (A4 size) can be used.
✓The art must be original, created based on themes (art- acrylic, watercolor, color pencils...
sketching- graphite, charcoal).
✓digital art are not accepted for this contest.
✓Once submitted art cannot be withdrawn or replaced by another.
✓Framed artwork and watermark are not allowed
✓Make sure that your artwork is signed and that the signature is visible in the image you
upload
✓ The submitted art which does not follow these rules will be subjected to disqualification.
✓All the participants will receive the participation e-certificate
✓ Winners will be decided on the basis of quality of artwork by our Judge
✓Cash prizes for winners

*Schools and colleges students are considered as separate category.
Entry fees: 50/-

6. SHORTFILM
PROCEDURE:
•Once you complete your short film, upload your work on your YouTube channel (Make the
video unlisted while uploading and share the link with us).
•Mention TPL 3.0, the genre of your short film, your name while you're uploading your video.
•Share the script you wrote for your film while you share your link with us.
•Four Short films will be shortlisted based on the grip on craft you've shown.
•Frame Composition, Sound designing, choosing colors, editing and other crafts will be
considered in shortlisting your videos.
•Three Videos will be picked in those four by The Jury and will be awarded.
RULES:
*You can choose your own genre.
*Participants can use either DSLR, Film cameras; Mobiles and etc. (Mention what you've chosen
in the description).
*Videos you've made earlier are not acceptable, the day you've share your unlisted video link
should be the same day you've uploaded that.
*There'll be no constraints for creativity, use the resources and crew you have at you nearest.
*As the situation outside is not as good as we think. So, please avoid gatherings.
*No copyright clips, music, sounds and etc.
*Keep the video as short as possible.
"Students of any colleges can participate."
"Winner will get an opportunity of free Internship in Cinematography by professional."

7. MUSIC
REGISTRATION PART:
🔗 Registration link will be circulated to get maximum participants.
COMPETITION PART:
🎺FORENOON (JUNIORS):
1. SINGING: participants can select any of their own genre of songs to perform and can perform
live.
2. COMPOSING: participants can compose any of the genre track as their own wish or can be
their own musical composing too.
🎺AFTERNOON (SENIORS):
Carries out in the same way as the junior session done.(mentioned above)
SELECTION PART:
🎵Selecting the winners is purely based on the musical aspects and other factors like
shruthi, charanam etc.,
SELECTION PANEL:
👩🏻🏫The judge panel will have two main judges (musical teachers) and one chief guest
to make the event more special.
RULES :
NO time limit is allotted but must complete in adequate timing.
Song/track length can be decided based on their desire.
While singing or composing participants should ensure their network connectivity to avoid
unnecessary stuffs while performing.
THEME :
Open choice
NOTE 📝:
🎹registration link will be common for both singing and composing. Participants should
select their own category while registering.
🎹School and college students will have separate rounds.
🎹Cash prizes for winners
🎹registration fee = 50/- per head

8. QUIZ AND CODE DEBUGGING:
Note :
🔰_Rules and Structure_🔰
1. The contest consists of two rounds,
o Qualifying round
o Final round
🔰 QUALIFYING ROUND: contains 30 questions :: 15 from quiz and 15 from code debugging
.
FINAL ROUND: contains 10 questions from quiz and 2 questions from code
debugging.🔰
➢ It will be online contest only.
➢ The participant should not search in web during the examination
time.
➢There will be a specific time limit for each round.
➢ Based on the participates the cut off marks will be decided.
➢ The examination link shared before 20min of exam starts through
email.
➢ Participates who clear the qualifying round only eligible to final
round
➢ The winner will be announced after completion of final round
➢ The participant should appear for exam with their registered
email ID
_Web sites we will use_:
1. For the 1st round we use quizziz website.
2. For 2nd round we use Google meet for quiz and then we will share a link in meet after
completing the quiz then they can go to coding part.
3. Coding platform : hacker rank or leet code.
🔥 * E - certificates will be provided for all participants.

.. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

__ Entry fees::50 /- rs__
[̲̅$̲̅(̲̅ιοο̲̅)̲̅$̲̅] Cash price ::>
🎖 🏅 Existing rewards for the winners.
---------------------------------------Note:
The participants must be good at both Quiz and coding.
😊 Don’t allow same bug bite you twice 😊

9. DEBATE
RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. Individual participants are allowed to participate in the contest. Google forms will be circulated.
2. The event is for both school and college students separately.
3. Both categories have a entry fee as Rs 50
4. The topic for preliminary round will be given to the participants on spot and will be given 10 minutes
for your preparation.
5. You are sorted into teams for your parley along with the topics.
6. Each participant will get a chance of 2 minutes to express the ideas or points.
7. Half of the total participants will be selected unbiased by judges and finale will be conducted with
same set of rules as preliminary round.
8. The decision of the jury is final; no changes will be made further after decision.
9. The debate language is English.
10. As it is an online event the participants must make sure their network connections are good.
11. Certifications are given for everyone participating in the event, via email, once they submit the
feedback form circulated at the end of the preliminary round.
12. Preliminary round and Finale are conducted in various dates. (After semester for sure).
EVENT COORDINATION
1. Welcome speech. (5 minutes max on both days)
2. Addressing gathering and chief guest (5 minutes)
3. Chief Guest speech (10 minutes)
4. Preliminary round (60 minutes expected)
5. Finale (30 minutes expected)
6. Extra 10 minutes spared for emergency situations.
Note: Timings are made on a expectations of 30 members so the timings of preliminary and finale
rounds may vary depending on participants number.

10. BEST OUT OF WASTE
1.Registration link is provided to the participants, then registered people are added to the
WhatsApp group of BOOW Competitors.
2.There is only one common round for this event. After completing the work, the participants
can submit their work with explanation video sent through Email provided by the coordinator.
3.the winner is selected by judgement.
Rules
• other than waste , avoid use of expensive products
• Avoid water color and other paintings
• If u want colour to paint can use the natural made colours
THEME
👉Open choice👈
NOTE📝:
⚡
School and college students will have separate rounds
⚡
Prize will be separated for both school and collages
⚡ Registration fees - 50 /- per head
CASH PRIZE🎖

